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ABSTRACr Tension responses due to small and rapid length changes (completed within 40 ,us) were obtained from
skinned single-fiber segments (4- to 7-mm length) of the iliofibularis muscle of the frog incubated in relaxing, rigor, and
activating solution. The fibers were skinned by freeze-drying. The first 500 ,As of the responses for all three conditions
could be described with a linear model, in which the fiber is regarded as a rod composed of infinitesimally small identical
segments, containing an undamped elastic element, two damped elastic elements and a mass in series. An additional
damped elastic element was needed to describe tension responses of activated fibers up to the first 5 ms. Consequently
phase 1 and phase 2 of activated fibers can be described with four apparent elastic constants and three time constants.
The results indicate that fully activated fibers and fibers in rigor have similar elastic properties within the first 500 us

of tension responses. This points either to an equal number of attached cross-bridges in rigor and activated fibers or to a
different number of attached cross-bridges in rigor and activated fibers and nonlinear characteristics in rigor
cross-bridges. Mass-shift measurements obtained
possibility.

INTRODUCTION

The sliding-filament concept is based on the assumption
that muscle shortening is the result of myosin and actin
filament sliding, which is due to cross-bridge attachment
and detachment. Isometric tension will develop if the
muscle is prevented from shortening. Fast changes in
tension responses of isometric muscle fibers, after fast
length changes, can reflect cross-bridge behavior before
attachment or detachment occurs.

Ford et al. (1977) divided tension transients of activated
intact fibers, following a length change completed within
200 ,us, into four phases. The first two phases covered the
first few milliseconds of the responses. More recently,
Blange and Stienen (1985b) used displacements with a
much faster time course (completed within 50 ,us), which
allowed them to resolve more details in the first two phases
of tension responses of activated and relaxed frog muscle
fibers. They could describe the first 100 ,us of these fast
tension changes of activated and relaxed fibers with a
model in which the fiber was regarded as a rod composed
of infinitesimally small segments containing an undamped
elastic element, a damped elastic element, and a mass in
series. It was concluded that a very fast relaxation time
(between 5 and 15 ,us) must be present in activated and
relaxed fibers during phase 1.

Here, we give a complete model description of the first 2
(or 5) ms of tension responses of activated, rigor, and
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from equatorial x-ray diffraction patterns support the latter

relaxed skinned single-muscle fibers. This part of tension
responses corresponds roughly with phase 1 and 2 of Ford
et al. (1977) and reflects cross-bridge behavior just before
attachment or detachment of cross-bridges occurs (Ford et
al., 1974). The first 2 ms of tension responses of relaxed
fibers and fibers in rigor (after small length changes
completed within 40 Ass) can be described with a model
containing an undamped elastic element and two damped
elastic elements in series. With the same model one can
describe only the first 500 ,us of tension responses of fully
activated fibers (Blange and Stienen, 1985a). Analysis of
such tension recordings up to 5 ms indicates that an
additional damped elastic element is needed for a satisfac-
tory model simulation.
The values of the model parameters in the three states

(activated, relaxed, and rigor) will be compared, in order to
interpret the mechanical results in terms of cross-bridge
properties and numbers of attached cross-bridges. Equato-
rial x-ray diffraction patterns, obtained from single fibers
and fiber bundles, give information about the mass asso-
ciated with the actin and myosin filament. The mass
distribution gives additional information about the number
of cross-bridges in activated and rigor fibers in the case of
similar cross-bridge orientation and properties in these two
states. Results from these equatorial measurements will be
compared with the mechanical results.

Previous work has shown that freeze-dried frog muscle
fibers are suitable preparations for the above mentioned
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experiments (Blange and Stienen, 1985b). Stienen et al.
(1985) investigated the influence of Dextran and sarco-
mere length changes on the Ca2" sensitivity of these fibers.
Stienen and Blange (1985) measured T1/TO and T2/To
curves (obtained from tension responses after length
changes completed within 50 gs and 150 us) as well as the
speed of the fast recovery phase. They concluded that their
results were similar to results obtained from intact fibers
(Ford et al., 1977). ATPase activity of freeze-dried fibers
has recently been measured by van der Laarse et al.
(1986).
We will compare results obtained from freeze-dried

fibers with those from Triton-treated fibers in order to
illustrate that the observed mechanical fiber characteris-
tics cannot be attributed to preparation artefacts.

Equatorial x-ray diffraction patterns of single fibers and
fiber bundles support the observation that, with respect to
filament spacing and mass distribution within the unit cell,
freeze-dried fibers are similar to other skinned fibers or
even intact fibers.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Preparation
All of the mechanical and most of the x-ray measurements were
performed on single muscle-fiber segments of the iliofibularis of the frog
(Rana esculenta). The method of preparing these freeze-dried fibers is
described by Stienen and Blange (1985) and Stienen et al. (1983). Some
of the x-ray results were obtained from bundles of freeze-dried muscle
fibers. In two mechanical experiments we made use of chemically-skinned
single-fiber segments. These fibers were skinned by means of the nonionic
detergent Triton X-100, after a procedure similar to that used by Magid
and Reedy (1980).
The length of the fiber segments ranged from 4 to 7 mm in the

mechanical experiments and from 8 to 12 mm in the x-ray measurements.
The single-fiber diameter varied between 100 and 200pum. Fiber bundles
had an average diameter of 300 psm.

Solutions
Here three types of solutions were used: relaxing, fully activating, and
rigor solution. A computer program was used to calculate the free
concentration of some important ions, pH, ionic strength, and the amount
of KOH/HCl and KCI necessary to adjust pH and ionic strength of the
solutions to the values desired at a chosen solution temperature. The
program was based on that of Fabiato and Fabiato (1979). Several
stability constants mentioned by Godt and Lindley (1982) were used. The
actual amount of KOH/HCl necessary to adjust pH did not deviate more
than 1 mM from the calculated amount. The temperature of the solutions
was kept at 4.0 ± 0.50C. Table I summarizes the compoition of the
solutions.

Apparatus
The displacement generator used in the mechanical experiments is the
one described by van den Hooff et al. (1982). The other devices that we
used have been described by Stienen and Blang6 (1985). In all mechani-
cal experiments the sensitivity and natural frequency in air of the force
transducer were 4.1 mV/mN and 55 kHz with noise of 5 pN. The natural
frequency of the force transducer was between 50 and 55 kHz with the
fiber mounted and placed in solution. The damping time constant of the
force transducer was 150 js. We did not try to damp the transducer
because we prefered digital signal processing to mechanical signal

TABLE I
COMPOSITION OF THE INCUBATION SOLUTIONS

Solution Relax Rigor Activation

Imidazol 60 60 60
EGTA 20 20 20
EDTA 5
CP 10 10
MgATP 5 5
Free Ca2" 0 0 0.1
Free Mg2" 1 0 1
Free Na 31 30 31
Free K+ 45 52 46
Free Cl- 51 72 53

All concentrations of the three solutions are given in millimolar. Ionic
strength 160 mM, pH 7.0 at 4.00C. The relax and activation solutions
contain 50 U/ml CK (creatine kinase). CP stands for creatine phosphate.
(In two x-ray measurements chloride was exchanged by acetate).

processing. The tension and length changes were digitally recorded with a
sampling rate of 2,000, 500, or 200 kHz.

Experimental Protocol
The freeze-dried fiber segments were mounted between the displacement
generator and the force transducer with a-cyanoacrylate glue (Cyanolit
202, 3M Center, St. Paul, MN) in the dry state. Then the fibers were
incubated in relaxing solution. The chemically-skinned fibers were
mounted after incubation in the relaxing solution. This latter procedure
resulted in some spreading of the glue along a certain length of the fibers.
Other mounting procedures, such as clips or hooks, could perhaps prevent
this problem but would introduce other experimental problems. The
mounting procedure of the freeze-dried fibers avoided spreading of the
glue; the glued fiber regions were well defined.

Sarcomere length was adjusted to 2.15 pm and checked in the relaxing
solution by means of the diffraction pattern generated by a 5 mW He-Ne
laser (wavelength: 632.8 nm; Spectra-Physics, Inc., Mountain View,
CA).
The standard procedure in the experiments consisted of incubation in:

relaxing solution (at least 5 min), low EGTA relaxing solution (5 min)
with recording of tension responses to length changes, activation solution
(-1 min) with recording of tension responses to length changes after
development of a steady tension-level, relaxing solution (5 min) with
recording of tension responses to length changes, rigor solution (5 min)
with recording of tension responses to length changes after development
of a steady tension-level. The low EGTA solution was similar to the
relaxing solution, except that 20 mM EGTA was replaced by 0.2 mM
EGTA and 19.8 mM HDTA (Moisescu and Thieleczek, 1978). Tension
responses, obtained from fibers incubated in relaxing solution and in low
EGTA relaxing solution, were identical.

During the procedure, fiber diameter and fiber length were measured
(accuracy 5%) by means of a surgical microscope, without finding a
systematic difference in fiber diameter during incubation in the three
solutions. Uniformity of the sarcomere length over the fiber was inspected
after each incubation in rigor and activation solution. Sarcomere length
changes measured with laser-diffraction corresponded to the displace-
ment of the tip of the displacement generator in all three solutions, as
shown before for the activated fiber (Stienen and Blang6, 1985). Experi-
ments were not continued if the steady isometric tension of a fiber upon
activation decreased more than 5% of the tension at the beginning of the
experiment, or if visible nonuniformities in the fiber developed.

Model
Model simulations were performed in order to characterize the measured
tension responses in terms of elastic elements and damping coefficients.
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Using a model based on the formalism described by Blang6 and Stienen
(1985b), we assumed that a single-fiber segment is a uniform rod of
circular cross-section composed of small identical units connected in
series with a density of 1,060 kg/m3. Each unit contains an undamped
elastic element (El) and two damped elastic elements (elastic element E2,
damping coefficient t2, and elastic element E3, damping coefficient s3) in
series.
An automated procedure, based on minimalisation of the mean square

difference between the first 500 ,us of the measured tension response and
the model-simulation, was used in order to estimate the five parameters of
the model (El, E2, E3,1s2,A3) for all measured tension responses of a fiber
(data processing). In order to reduce variations in the parameter
estimates due to noise and the resonant frequency of the force transducer,
the digitally-recorded tension response and the recording of the length
change (the input signal for the simulation procedure) were digitally
filtered with a 20 kHz low-pass filter (30 times attenuation in the
stop-band above 45 kHz). The linear phase (finite impulse response) filter
was constructed by using a computer program of McClellan et al. (1973).
Applied in this way the filtering procedure only prevents that the fitting
procedure is dominated by the resonance of the force transducer or noise
at high frequencies.
The simulations included the characteristics of the force transducer

and corrections for effects due to the fluid surrounding the fiber (Blange
and Stienen, 1985b; Ford et al., 1977). Silicone rubber threads (diameter
from 45 to 150 gm) were used to test the calculated correction for
surrounding fluid with different viscosities. The tension responses of these
rubber threads to small length changes were fitted with the same model
with which we described the tension responses of muscle fibers. Within
experimental error the elastic parameters determined by the fitting
procedure were independent of the viscosity of the surrounding fluid if the
right viscosity value was incorporated in the fitting procedure, which
suggests that the fluid correction is valid.

Figure 1 (right) shows typical effects of corrections, introduced for the
characteristics of the force transducer and damping of the surrounding
fluid. It could be confirmed, by means of measurements with different
lengths of silk fiber, that instrumental delays were <0.5 gs. However, in
order to illustrate quantitatively the effects of supposed instrumental
delays on the simulations, tension responses with different artificially-
induced instrumental delays are shown in Fig. 5 (left) (see also Results).
The following formulas in Laplace transform notation were used for

simulation:

T(s) = (-2kl) * {exp (kl) - exp (-kl)I-'

.f(s) - Z(s) * E(S) (1)

k2= {pfS2 + (4 pm fR-2 )0.5 S15 + qR-2S1/Z(s) (2)

with Pm density and q viscosity of the surrounding fluid; pf density, R
radius of cross-section and I length of the fiber;f(s) frequency character-
istic of the force transducer; e(s) input signal originating from the
displacement generator; Z(s) elastic impedance of the infinitesimal
segment of the rod and T(s) the calculated tension at the force transduc-
er, i.e., the force, divided by the cross-sectional area irR2. See Blang6 and
Stienen (1985b) for a detailed explanation of these equations.

Apart from the data processing of tension responses of a fiber as it is
described, the simulation procedure was performed on several tension
responses of the fiber in the relaxed, activated, and rigor state, with fiber
length as an extra variable parameter (formulas 1 and 2). Discrepancies
between the fiber lengths determined in this way and the measured fiber
length, would indicate that for some reason (e.g., inhomogeneity of the
fiber or faulty measurement of fiber length or diameter) the model
simulation did not suffice. The fiber lengths found by simulation were
within the accuracy range of 5%, except for one experiment with a
freeze-dried fiber, which was discarded, and the two experiments with the
Triton-treated fibers. In the last two cases, the glue, which was used to
mount the fiber, had spread along a certain length of the fiber. Therefore,
in case of the Triton-treated fibers, parameters were not determined with
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FIGURE 1 (Left panel) The difference between measured and simu-
lated tension responses in case of artificially-induced instrumental delays.
Simulations were obtained by demanding an overall optimal fit. In the
simulations, the corrections for surrounding fluid and transducer charac-
teristics are included. (Upper trace) Shortening of the fiber in nanome-
ter/half sarcomere, (lower traces) difference signals in kN/m2. (A)
difference between measured tension response (delay between onset
displacement and start tension response changed by -5 us) and optimal
simulation; (B) difference between measured tension response (no
change) and optimal simulation; (C) difference between measured
tension response (delay between onset and displacement and start tension
response changed by +5 us) and optimal simulation. Conditions: ionic
strength 160 mM, pH 7.0, temperature 4.0°C, fiber length 7.0 mm, fiber
diameter 135 s, isometric active tension: 72 kN/m2, experiment: 27-
03-1986 (Right panel) The amount of correction due to the fluid
surrounding the fiber and the characteristics of the force transducer.
(Upper trace) Shortening of the fiber in nanometer/half sarcomere,
(lower traces) tension response and correction signals in kN/m2. Correc-
tion due to the fluid surrounding the fiber (A) and the characteristics of
the force transducer (B) obtained by subtracting the model simulations
with and without these corrections. (C) the corresponding measured rigor
tension response, obtained after shortening of the fiber. Conditions: ionic
strength 160 mM, pH 7.0, temperature 4.0°C, fiber length 5.6 mm, fiber
diameter 180 ;m, isometric rigor tension: 33 kN/m2, experiment: 07-
11-1986.

the measured fiber length but with the fiber length estimated with the
above mentioned simulations.

In those cases where the simulated and measured tension responses
tended to deviate from each other after 500 p&s (on the 2 or 5 ms time
scale), the five-parameter model was extended with another damped
elastic element. This appeared to be necessary mainly in case of tension
responses of activated fibers. Another automated procedure was then
started to estimate the values of these seven model parameters. Conse-
quently, activated fibers were in general simulated with the seven-
parameter model, whereas relaxed fibers or rigor fibers were simulated
with the five-parameter model.

X-ray Measurements
Equatorial x-ray diffraction patterns of activated, relaxed, and rigor
single fibers and fiber bundles were obtained by making use of the small
angle diffraction facility (beamline 7.2 and 8.2) of the Synchrotron
Radiation Source at Daresbury (UK) (Nave et al., 1985). Muscle fibers
and fiber bundles were mounted between mica windows in small perspex
cells, the temperature of which could be controled. The spacing between
the windows was 1 mm. The conditions and solutions were identical to
those of the mechanical experiments, except that in two experiments
chloride was exchanged by acetate in all solutions, without finding
significant differences in the equatorial diffraction patterns. Sarcomere
length was adjusted by means of laser diffraction. Tension exerted by the
fibers was monitored continuously during the experiment.
The equatorial intensity was recorded with a linear position sensitive
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detector under microcomputer control. Typical exposure times were 20 s
for bundles and 20 to 60 s for single fibers. The data were transferred to a
VAX 750 computer for least square analysis. No smoothing or averaging
methods were used. The complete pattern on one side of the central beam
was analyzed.
The background function used in the processing of the x-ray data was

assumed to be of the form:

I(x) - a, + [a2/(X- a3 )] + a4

- exp 1-0.5[(x - a3)/a5]2 (3)

which includes five adjustable parameters (a;).
Five reflections have been taken into account, i.e. 10, 11, 20, 21, and the

Z-line. The intensities of the peaks above background were defined as the
areas under Gaussian peaks. The positions of the peaks were determined
by the relation:

xi = P1 + a; * P2, (4)

where ai - 1 for the 10 reflection, a; (3)05 for the 11 reflection, a, - 2
for the 20 reflection, and a; - (7)°5 for the 21 reflection corresponding to
hexagonal symmetry of the filament lattice. For the Z-line a; was taken to
be 1.43, as found by Yu et al. (1985). For all measurements, P, was held
fixed to the position of the central beam as obtained from the detector
calibration. Accordingly, P2 was the only variable position parameter in
the least squares fit. The width of the peaks originating from the filament
lattice, defined as the standard deviation of the Gaussians, could be fitted
using a relation mentioned by Yu et al. (1985):

a; _2 S2 + 4* S2 (5)

s, was fixed at the width of the central beam leaving s2 and S3 as two
independent line-width parameters for the filament lattice. The Z-line
was not resolved in our experiments. However, in order to obtain
satisfactory fits, it had to be included in the analyses. In some cases one
variable parameter for the width of the Z-line yielded unrealistic results.
Therefore, in these cases, the width of the Z-line was fixed to a realistic
value, which was obtained by trial and error.

Masses associated with the actin and myosin filament were calculated
from the Fourier projections. The calculations were made with the use of
amplitudes of the 10 and 11 reflections. The relative amount of material
in actin and myosin filaments expressed as a ratio A/M was calculated
for two possible positions of the background. These values ofA/M will be
denoted as A/M(high) -background level on the lowest electron density
value in the whole Fourier projection-and A/M(low) -background level
on the lowest electron density value along the line that joins the actin and
myosin filaments (Haselgrove and Huxley, 1973).
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0.25I n A FIGURE 3 Tension transients
of a single frog fiber obtained
after releases completed within
40 ps on a 4-ms time scale. The

),B length change is expressed in
nanometer/half sarcomere, the
tension responses in kN/m2. (A)
Displacement signal, (B) tension

C response of the activated fiber,
50 (C) tension response of the rigor

kN/m21 D fiber, and (D) tension response
of the relaxed fiber. Conditions:
sarcomere length 2.15 ym,
4.0°C, pH 7.0, ionic strength 160

mM, fiber length 5.7 mm, fiber diameter 165 gm, isometric tension of
activated fiber: 80 kN/m2, rigor fiber: 30 kN/m2, experiment: 27-
11-1986.

RESULTS

Mechanical Measurements
The initial tension changes denoted as phase 1 and phase 2
(Ford et al., 1977) take place within the first 5-10 ms after
applying a length change. This part of tension responses is
influenced most by the speed of the length change, as can
be seen in Figure 2. Bearing in mind that our interest is
focussed on the elastic properties of cross-bridges, we were
not only forced to consider the first 5 ms of the tension
transients, but also to use quick length changes (completed
within 40 us) in order to obtain detailed responses.

Tension transients of rigor and activated fibers were
considered, because in both states no cross-bridge attach-
ment or detachment occurs within phase 1 and phase 2.
Fig. 3 illustrates that these transients look similar within
the first 500 ,us and that they tend to deviate only after 1
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kN/M2,
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250 ps

FIGURE 2 Tension transients of a single activated frog fiber to releases
completed within 40 and 400 ps on a 25-ms time scale. The length change
is expressed in nanometer/half sarcomere, the tension responses m
kN/m2. (A) Displacement signal, displacement completed within 400 ;s;
(B) tension response of the activated fiber; (C) displacement signal,
displacement completed within 40 ;s; (D) tension response of the
activated fiber. Conditions: sarcomere length 2.15 Mm, 4.00C, pH 7.0,
ionic strength 160 mM, fiber length 5.7 mm, fiber diameter 140 Mm,
isometric tension exerted by the activated fiber 92 kN/m2, experiment:
04-02-1987.

FiGuRE 4 The first 500 p&s of tension transients of a single frog fiber to a
lengthening completed within 40 us. The length change is expressed in
nanometer/half sarcomere, the tension responses in kN/m2. (A) Dis-
placement signal, (B) tension response of the activated fiber, (C) tension
response of the rigor fiber, and (D) tension response of the relaxed fiber.
In all traces: td - delay between onset displacement and tension response;
ttp - oscillation due to transmission phenomena in the fiber; tft -
oscillation due to the force transducer characteristics. Conditions: sar-
comere length 2.15 ;m, 4.0°C, pH 7.0, ionic strength 160 mM, fiber
length 5.6 mm, fiber diameter 110 ;m, isometric tension of activated
fiber: 73 kN/m2, rigor fiber: 36 kN/m2, experiment: 25-03-1986.
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50Ops 500 500 FIGuRE 5 Simulation of a tension transient of an acti-

0.5 vated fiber with three different models. Simulations had
to fit in sequence the delay (A); the delay, the tension

l t- __ vA-9*sXAchange during the displacement and the oscillation (B);
the delay, the tension change during the displacement,

10 10V 10 the oscillation and the fast recovery (C). In the simula-

kN/m2 I I | | || | V v | I tions the corrections for surrounding fluid and transducer
characteristics are included. The small upward deflec-

U AB C
tions at the beginning of the displacement and tension
traces are due to the digital filtering. See Methods and

;E2 E2 E3 Materials with respect to the filter procedure. Note that
El. --- --E---- -----E----- in A the damping of the oscillation in the simulation is

tP ° P2 )J2 3 caused by the fluid correction. The measured tension
response is corrected for the very slow tension change,

which manifests itself mainly after 500 ,us. (Upper trace) Lengthening of the fiber in nanometer/half sarcomere, (lower traces) tension response and
model simulation in? kN/m2. In all panels, the dotted curve is the measured tension response and the solid curve the simulation with the model shown
below. The visco-elastic properties of the half-sarcomere are represented by (A) an undamped elastic element only, (B) an undamped and a damped
elastic element in series and (C) an undamped and two damped elastic elements in series according to the model described in Materials and Methods.
Conditions: ionic strength 160 mM, pH 7.0, temperature 4.0°C, fiber length 5.0 mm, fiber diameter 125 um, isometric tension: 81 kN/m2, experiment:
19-09-1985.

ms. The first 500 ,us of tension responses obtained from
fibers in the relaxed, rigor, or activated state exhibit the
same properties to some extent: a delay, an abrupt tension
change, an oscillation, and a fast recovery. The measured
delay is the time between the onset of the displacement and
tension change, and thus corresponds to the initial trans-
mission velocity of the disturbance in the fiber. Delay
measurements, obtained from the same preparation type,
were previously published by Stienen and Blange (1985).
The time course of the oscillation in the tension response
points to a change in the transmission velocity. Evaluation
of the tension responses by the simulation procedure
reveals that this difference in transmission velocity is
associated with a very fast relaxation time (within micro-
seconds). The fast recovery corresponds with another fast
relaxation time. Small oscillations in the tension responses
arise from the resonant frequency of the force transducer.
In Fig. 4, examples are shown of typical tension responses
obtained from a single fiber upon application of a small
lengthening of the fiber (1 nm/half sarcomere within 40
As).

Fig. 5 illustrates that a model with three visco-elastic
elements is a prerequisite for a satisfactory description of
the first 500 ,us of tension recording as given in Fig. 4. A
tension response of an activated fiber is simulated with
three different models. These three models differ only in
the number of damped elastic elements. All three models

were used in such a way that they first of all simulated the
observed delay and then in sequence the abrupt tension
change, the oscillation, and the fast recovery. With a model
that consists of an undamped elastic element only, it is
impossible to obtain simultaneously the same delay, abrupt
change in tension, oscillation, and fast recovery as in the
measured response. The model with an undamped and a
damped elastic element in series (Blange and Stienen,
1985b) can account for the delay and the oscillation of the
response, but fails to simulate the recovery correctly. The
model with five parameters succeeds in describing not only
the tension response of activated fibers but also that of
relaxed fibers and fibers in rigor (see Fig. 6). Fig. 1 (right)
illustrates the small amounts of correction included in the
model simulations due to the characteristics of the force
transducer and due to the fluid surrounding the fiber. Fig.
1 (left) illustrates the effect of instrumental delays,
induced artificially, on the difference between simulated
and measured tension responses. In those cases, where the
delay between the onset of the displacement and the onset
of the measured tension response was deliberately changed
by + 5 ,us or -5 ,us, the optimal simulation had a considera-
bly greater chi-square value (3 or 10 times) than the
situation in which the observed delay was not altered. This
confirms the observation that our measurements are not
disturbed by instrumental delays.
We confined ourselves to the analysis of tension

500Jus 500 500 FiGURE 6 Measured and simulated tension responses of a fiber in
1 . -. i*; 1r _ 1 (A) Activation solution, (B) rigor solution and (C) relaxation

solution. (All panels, upper trace) displacement (lengthening of the
fiber) expressed in nanometer/half sarcomere, (lower trace) tension

kN/m2 A B C response (dotted curve) and simulation (solid curve) expressed in
40 40 4 kN/m2. The small upward deflections at the beginning of the

displacement and tension traces are due to the digital filtering. The
response of the activated fiber was just as the responses of rigor and relaxed fibers simulated with the 5-parameter model, except that a correction was
made for the slow tension change which manifested itself mainly after 500 ps. (Conditions) Sarcomere length 2.15 tsm; pH 7.0; ionic strength 160 mM;
temperature 4.00C; fiber length 5.6 mm; fiber diameter 110 Mm; isometric tension activated fiber: 73 kN/m2, rigor fiber: 36 kN/m2; experiment:
25-03-1986.
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N/M2, (third row) third elastic element (E3) in N/M2, (fourth row) first damping coefficient (A2) in Ns/m2, and (fifth row) second damping
coefficient (,U3) in Ns/m2.
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responses to small length changes (smaller than 4 nm/half
sarcomere), in order to avoid nonlinear behavior (changes
of model parameters during the tension response) which
would occur according to the known T1, T2 curves (Ford et
al., 1977; Stienen and Blange, 1985). A compilation of
results obtained from nine single fibers can be found in Fig.
7. For each of the three fiber conditions (relaxation, rigor
and activation), the estimated values of the five model
parameters at different length changes are given. Each
point in the figure represents the mean of three measure-
ments, and thus three parameter estimates obtained from
one fiber. The variation in the estimated parameters was
clearly greater for rigor fibers than for activated or relaxed
fibers. This especially concerns $2, A3, and E3. The varia-
tion in the parameters of the rigor fibers did not correlate
with external conditions like rigor tension, fiber diameter,
or fiber length. Only those estimated parameter values
which were acquired from measurements between a short-
ening of 0.5 nm/half sarcomere (relax: 1.0 nm/half sar-
comere) and a lengthening of 3.0 nm/half sarcomere
(relax: 4.0 nm/half sarcomere) were used to calculate a
least mean square regression line. The parameter estimate
beyond this range, especially the shortenings larger than
1.5 nm/half sarcomere, appeared to be less reliable
because of a less good fit of the tension responses to the
model. The least mean square regression lines, drawn in
Fig. 7, were obtained by averaging the regression lines of
the nine individual fibers for each parameter.

It can be seen that the regression lines of E2 and A are
sloped and the estimates of these parameters appear to
depend on the applied length change (confidence level 1%).
This nonlinear behavior of the fibers cannot unambigu-
ously be ascribed to the model elements E2 and $2 only,
because our method is based on the assumption that the
fiber segment responds linearly with respect to the ampli-
tude of length change. Although small exchanges between
El and E2 cannot be excluded, it is likely that at least part
of this behavior is due to the characteristic of E2 and u2.

In order to compare the elastic elements and damping
coefficients in the three conditions, notwithstanding the
dependence on the length change of some parameters, we
used the parameter estimates, which followed from the
regression lines at zero displacement. Table IIA gives an
overview of these parameter values of rigor, relaxed, and
activated fibers. The first three parameters of rigor and
activated fibers (E,, E2, and $2) do not differ (confidence
level 1%).
The arrangement of elastic elements in our model is not

unique. To obtain a representation which is independent of
the specific arrangement of these elements we transformed
the five model parameters into two recovery components
with different time constants. As follows from the elastic
impedance,

1/Z(s) = 1/E1 + 1/(E2 + M2s) + 1/(E3 + /13S) (6)

the behavior of the elastic model unit (neglecting the

TABLE II
MODEL PARAMETERS OF FREEZ-DRIED SINGLE FIBERS

A Activation Rigor Relax

El 4.29 ± 0.09 4.93 ± 0.29 1.13 ± 0.03 *107
E2 4.53 ± 0.27 4.46 ± 0.47 0.47 ± 0.04 *107
E3 2.32 ± 0.09 4.50 ± 0.47 0.12 ± 0.01 *107
M2 3.19 ± 0.48 3.63 ± 0.65 0.87 ± 0.06 *102
M3 2.68 ± 0.23 5.50 ± 0.98 0.27 ± 0.03 *103
B
Vtr 2.01 ± 0.02 2.16 ± 0.06 1.03 ± 0.01 *102
Tl 3.50 ± 0.41 3.79 ± 0.52 4.63 ± 0.24
E.pp2 2.18 ± 0.07 2.26 ± 0.12 0.33 ± 0.02 *107
Tr2 6.12 ± 0.45 8.19 ± 0.92 7.20 ± 0.54 *101
E,pp3 1.12 ± 0.02 1.49 ± 0.09 0.09 ± 0.01 *107

(A) Mean values of the five model parameters obtained from the least
mean square regression lines from the data presented in Fig. 7. The mean
and standard error of the mean are given for relaxed, activated, and rigor
fibers. El, E2, and E3 in N/M2; ;2 and 3 in Ns/m2.
(1) Alternative representation of the values of the five model parameters
from Table IIA. Transmission velocity of the displacement through the
fiber (vtr) in m/s; apparent elastic constants E.a2 and Eapp3 in N/M2; time
constants 1r and 72 in jus. Conditions: 400C, pH 7.0, ionic strength 160
mM, sarcomere length 2.15 gm, nine fibers.

density in the unit) to an instantaneous length change can
be described with an instantaneous change to a first tension
level, a recovery with a time constant r1 to a second tension
level, and finally a second recovery with a time constant r2
to a third tension level. The three tension levels denote the
final tension, that was reached if respectively only E,, El +
E2, or E, + E2 + E3 would be present. The three
corresponding apparent elastic constants are defined by:

Eapp, = El

(Eapp2)-- (El)-' + (E2)'

(Eapp3)-' = (El)-' + (E2)' + (E3)-'

(7)

(8)

(9)

This representation of the results can be found in Table
IIB. The undamped elastic element (E,) corresponds with
a transmission velocity of the displacement through the
fiber. In activation and rigor, this velocity is .200 m/s,
while in relaxed fibers a value of -100 m/s is obtained.

Eapp2 is equal within 5% for activated and rigor fibers,
whereas during activation Epp3 is 3/4 of the corresponding
rigor value. The time constants do not differ. The apparent
elastic constants Ep,2 and EpW3 of relaxed fibers are much
smaller than those of the activated or rigor fibers. The time
constants in relaxed fibers do not differ from those in the
other two conditions (1% level).

In Table III, the model parameter estimates of Triton
skinned fibers is presented. Obviously, the same elastic
components were present as in the freeze-dried fibers,
although the values, obtained with these preparations,
differ slightly. However, due to the difficulties with fiber
mounting (see Methods and Materials), the parameter
estimates were less accurate than those obtained with
freeze-dried fibers. Optimal simulations in case of acti-
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TABLE III
MODEL PARAMETERS OF TRITON-TREATED SINGLE

FIBERS

A Activation Rigor Relax

El 3.79 ± 0.27 4.31 ± 0.11 0.80 ± 0.14 *107
E2 4.77 ± 1.48 4.55 ± 0.34 0.27 ± 0.04 *107
E3 2.63 ± 0.22 3.87 ± 0.37 0.03 ± 0.01 *107
A2 2.15 ± 1.04 4.44 ± 0.35 0.38 ± 0.05 *102
A3 2.07 ± 1.03 3.97 ± 0.16 0.09 ± 0.01 *103
B
vtr 1.89 ± 0.07 2.02 ± 0.03 0.87 ± 0.08 *102
xT, 2.47 ± 0.74 4.87 ± 0.31 2.83 ± 0.06
Eapp2 2.16 ± 0.41 2.21 ± 0.16 0.20 ± 0.04 *107
T2 5.79 ± 0.88 6.71 ± 0.25 4.87 ± 0.71 *101
Eapp3 1.16 ± 0.15 1.40 ± 0.12 0.02 ± 0.01 *107

Mean values of model parameters obtained from two chemically-skinned
(Triton treated) fibers. Isometric tension activated fibers: 110 ± 5
kN/m2, rigor fibers: 40 ± 5 kN/m2 (mean ± SEM). For further
explanation and experimental conditions see the legend of Table II.

vated and rigor fibers required a different virtual fiber
length than in case of relaxed fibers. For instance, the
virtual fiber length in case of relaxed fibers corresponded
with the visible fiber length free of glue, whereas the
virtual fiber length of activated/rigor fibers exceeded this
visible free-fiber length with 15%. This suggests a signifi-
cant influence of the mounting procedure on the elasticity
measurements. The relaxed Triton fibers were to some
extent (Eapp3) less stiff than the relaxed freeze-dried
fibers.

Fig. 8 illustrates that in activated fibers a recovery
component is present with a much slower time constant
than the ones mentioned so far. Using the 7-parameter
model it is possible to describe the tension transients of
Ca2" activated fibers up to the first 2.0 (or 5.0) ms. Such a
slow recovery could not unambiguously be resolved from
the tension transients of rigor or relaxed fibers. The
activated fibers recovered from the third apparent elastic
constant Eapp3 (mean ± SEM: 1.12 ± 0.07 * 107 N/M2) to
a fourth apparent elastic constant Eap14 (mean ± SEM:
0.50 ± 0.08 * 107 N/M2) with a time constant r3 of 1.04 +
0.14 ms.
The four apparent tension levels, which correspond to

the apparent elastic constants necessary to describe the

2ms
i -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

11

k N/m2 |

40

-1y~~~~~~~~~~~~~..........-----.-----.--------------

A

40

B

first 5 ms of activated freeze-dried fibers, can be expressed
as a percentage of isometric tension which allows us to
compare these results in Fig. 9 with Tl/ To and T2/To
curves of intact (Ford et al., 1977) and freeze-dried fibers
(Stienen and Blange, 1985). T1/To and T2/To curves of
freeze-dried fibers (obtained from responses after a 150-,us
step) and intact fibers (obtained from responses after a 200
ps step) are comparable. It is furthermore obvious that the
apparent elastic constant Epp2 of activated freeze-dried
fibers corresponds to T1/To, whereas Eap corresponds to
T2/ To.

X-ray Measurements

Typical examples of analyzed diffraction patterns, after
the procedure described, are presented in Fig. 10. In Table
IV the estimated d1o, Ill/Io and A/M values obtained
from data of eight fibers and two bundles are summa-
rized.
The d1o value of relaxed fibers is comparable with the

one found in mechanically-skinned fibers (Matsubara et
al., 1984) and more than the value found in intact frog
muscles (Yu et al., 1985). The intensity ratio 11/11o
increases from relaxation, activation to rigor, just as found
in intact frog muscle (Haselgrove and Huxley, 1973).
However, the intensity ratio 111/11o of relaxed fibers is
almost twice the value obtained from other preparations
(Yu et al., 1985; Brenner et al., 1984). The calculated mass
ratio A/M of relaxed fibers is 1.5 times the ratio found in
intact frog muscles (Haselgrove and Huxley, 1973). The
observation that freeze-dried relaxed fibers were stiffer
than the chemically-skinned (Triton treated) fibers might
be correlated with this increased amount of mass near the
actin filament or with a different filament spacing (Gold-
man and Simmons, 1986).
The intensity ratio 11/I1o and distance d1o of activated

and rigor fibers are similar to those found by Yu et al.
(1985), Brenner et al. (1984), and Matsubara et al.
(1984). The mass ratio of A/M of activated and rigor
fibers is similar to the values found by Haselgrove and
Huxley (1973). The same applies to the calculated mass
shift towards the actin filament when the fiber is activated.
This shift is 49% (low value) or 47% (high value) of the
mass shift which occurs when the fiber goes into rigor.

FIGURE 8 For simulation of tension transients of Ca2+-
activated fibers over the first 2 ms an extra damped
elastic element is needed in addition to the undamped

------ and two damped elements. (Upper traces) Displacement
(lengthening of the fiber), (lower traces) tension
response and model-simulation. All traces were digitally
filtered. Conditions as mentioned in Fig. 4. Experiment:
25-03-1986. (A) Measured tension response (dotted
curve) and simulation obtained with the 5-parameter
model (solid curve). (B) same as in A, but simulation
obtained with the 7-parameter model.
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FIGURE 9 TI/To and T2/To curves (dotted curves) of activated intact
frog muscle fibers, length changes completed within 200 ,s, temperature
3.70C. (Ford et al., 1977 Fig. 32); T1/TO (open triangles) and T2/TO
curves (open circles) of freeze-dried frog muscle fibers, length changes
completed within 150 us, temperature 2.5°C. (Stienen and Blang6 1985
Fig. 4); TP, /To (filled squares), Tpp2/To (filled triangles), Tpp3/To
(crosses), and Tap/ To (filled circles) of activated freeze-dried frog
muscle fibers, length change completed within 40 ,us, temperature 4.0°C.
T.PP, corresponds with the apparent elasticities E.. times the applied
length change. Ea.. were obtained from the data given in Fig. 7.
Experimental conditions as given in Fig. 7.

DISCUSSION

Freeze-dried fibers have been used in the study of the
contraction mechanism for several years (Blange and
Stienen, 1985b; Stienen et al., 1983; Stienen and Blange,
1985; Stienen et al., 1985; van der Laarse et al., 1986).
This type of preparation appeared to be suitable for
experiments with very fast length changes. Other types of
measurements, like ATPase activity, Ca2+ sensitivity,
isometric force, electron micrographs, and x-ray diffrac-
tion patterns of activated, relaxed, and rigor fibers, indi-
cate that this type of preparation has characteristics that
are within the range of results that one can expect from
skinned fibers. In order to exclude the possibility that the
phenomena which were observed during the first 500 ,As of
the tension responses of activated, relaxed, and rigor fibers
were due to the preparation procedure, the results of two

Z25 15 2s 15 &5½5 15

'/nm

experiments with chemically-skinned fibers have been
included. In both types of preparations we observed the fast
recovery phenomena. These fast recovery components were
also observed in intact fibers (van den Hooff and Blange,
1984). All the above mentioned results indicate that the
freeze-dried fiber preparation is a suitable model system
for the present studies.
The first 5 ms of tension responses of activated fibers

contain recovery components, which can be separated into
four corresponding apparent elastic levels and three recov-
ery times between these levels. The second level corre-
sponds with values of the T, curve, whereas the fourth level
corresponds with values of the T2 curve. The T, and T2
curves of freeze-dried fibers (Stienen and Blange, 1985)
are rather similar to the T, and T2 curves of intact fibers
(Ford et al., 1977).
The value of the first apparent elastic constant (identical

with El) of activated fibers is comparable with the one
mentioned by Stienen and Blange (1985). In their study,
the undamped elastic element was calculated from the
measured delay between the onset of the tension response
and the start of the displacement as function of fiber
length. The small deviation that was observed is due to
different methods of analyzing the measurements.
The fastest time constant (4 us), present in activated

fibers, was already observed by Blange and Stienen
(1985b), although their estimates were less accurate by
lack of an optimizing fitting procedure. The same applies
to the preliminary estimates of the second recovery time
(70 ,us) (Blange and Stienen, 1985a). Their value of the
second time constant was overestimated because the
influence of the third (1 ms) time constant was neglected.
Kawai and Brandt (1980) resolved three exponential

rate processes from the complex stiffness of activated
muscle fibers. All three were absent in rigor and relaxed
fibers. The fastest rate constant was close to our slowest
time constant (1 ms). The 1-ms time constant, which was
only present in activated fibers, corresponds to the recovery
half-time mentioned by Ford et al. (1977). Harrington
(1979) tried to correlate this recovery half-time constant
with an helix-coil transition. Eisenberg et al. (1980)
accounted for the recovery half-time by assuming that this
reflected the force-generating step in the cross-bridge

FIGURE 10 Typical equatorial x-ray diffraction patterns of
freeze-dried single fibers. In each panel the measured scatter-

C ing pattern (dotted curve) and the least square fit (solid
curve) is shown. The calculated individual peaks (10,
11, 20, 21, and Z-line) are also drawn (solid curves). The
measured patterns were corrected for detector characteristics
and scattering due to the mica windows of the measuring
cells. The background of the patterns arises from the fiber.
(A) Pattern obtained from a relaxed single fiber (B) from the
activated fiber (isometric tension 76 kN/m2) and (C) from
the rigor fiber (isometric tension 34 kN/m2). Conditions as in
the mechanical experiments. Experiment: 20-09-1986.
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TABLE IV
d0o, I1/Io, AND A/M OF FREEZE-DRIED SINGLE FIBERS

Activation Rigor Relax

d,o 38.3 ± 0.3 38.3 ± 0.1 40.4 ± 0.3
I,,I,AO 1.7 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.03
A/M(low) 0.265 ± 0.011 0.426 ± 0.017 0.170 ± 0.010
A/M(high) 0.429 ± 0.009 0.533 ± 0.013 0.354 ± 0.008

Mean and standard error of the mean of the intensity ratio III/II,, the
mass ratio A/M and the d,o distance of activated, relaxed, and rigor fiber
bundles and single fibers. d,o in nanometer. A/M(low) and A/M(high)
refer to different positions of the background (see Materials and Meth-
ods). Data obtained from eight single fibers and two bundles. Conditions
as in the mechanical experiments. Experiments: 25-01-1986, 26-01-1986,
20-09-1986, 24-09-1986, and 27-09-1986.

cycle. This would correspond to a transition between
AM+ * ADP * Pi and AM - ADP.
The value of the first apparent elastic constant Eappi

(which is identical with the undamped elastic element El)
in relaxed fibers is comparable with those found by Blange
and Stienen (1985b) and Stienen and Blange (1985). The
transmission velocity (which corresponds to El) of our
relaxed fibers is also in agreement with the results found by
Schoenberg et al. (1974). The apparent elastic constants
Eapp2 and Eapp3 of relaxed fibers were up to twenty times
smaller compared with those of activated or rigor fibers.
The third apparent elastic constant (Eapp3) of relaxed fibers
is comparable with the elastic modulus in resting intact
frog fibers (Lannergren 1971). Goldman and Simmons
(1986) observed an increase of stiffness in relaxed mechan-
ically-skinned fibers as function of filament spacing. Their
low stiffness value (10-30 kN/m2 at 0 g PVP-40/1 and
300-500 kN/m2 at 40 g PVP-40/1; ionic strength of
solutions: 200 mM) should be compared with our Eap,3
value. The filament spacing of our relaxed freeze-dried
fibers is intermediate between the spacings of mechanical-
ly-skinned fibers at 0 g PVP-40/1 and 40 g PVP-40/1. This
observation, together with the observation that stiffness of
relaxed fibers depends on the ionic strength of the incuba-
tion solution (manuscript in preparation), can at least
partly account for the observed higher stiffness. The small
deviations which we observed between the apparent elasti-
cities of freeze-dried fibers and Triton-treated fibers could
be due to differences in filament spacings. Differences in
passive structures due to preparing methods can not be
excluded.
The fastest two time constants (4 and 70,us) are present

in the activated and rigor state as well as in the relaxed
state. This could point to cross-bridge activity in all three
states, if the observed time constants have their origin in
cross-bridge properties, or in effects due to viscous drag
between the filaments. If these time constants have their
sole origin in drag, then it is hard to explain the difference
in damping coefficient 1t2 in the case of relaxed compared
with activated/rigor fibers and the differences in damping

coefficient 3 in all the three states. Filament spacing
might have effects on viscous damping and thus influence
the damping coefficients. This could explain part of the
differences between activated/rigor fibers and relaxed
fibers with respect to the damping coefficients. On the
other hand, it certainly cannot explain the differences
between rigor and activated fibers with respect to the
damping coefficient M3, which makes it likely that the
differences between activated and rigor fibers are reflec-
tions of cross-bridge behavior. In summary, although
effects due to drag cannot be excluded, it seems unlikely
that these effects are predominant in case of activated and
rigor fibers. Finally, we cannot exclude faster time con-
stants than 4 iAs.
The value of the immediate stiffness (E,) of relaxed

fibers, which is -25% of the immediate stiffness of rigor or
activated fibers, would point to a high number of cross-
bridges in the relaxed fiber under normal ionic strength
conditions (160 mM) if this stiffness is caused by cross-
bridge numbers only. However, it remains doubtful
whether El, in activating, relaxing, and rigor conditions, is
an unbiased measure of cross-bridge numbers. There is,
according to Blange et al. (1985), no linear relationship
between El and active isometric tension which suggests
that only part of the compliance has its origin in cross-
bridges. We noticed that all the model parameters of
relaxed fibers are more or less sensitive to filament spacing
changes induced by osmotic compression (manuscript in
preparation). Especially El depended on changes in
filament spacing which suggests that El of relaxed fibers is,
at least partly, caused by phenomena different from the
number of cross-bridges. We cannot exclude that weakly-
attached cross-bridges are present in relaxed frog muscle
fibers at 160-mM ionic strength. However, more detailed
knowledge of the changes in the parameter values of
relaxed fibers as a function of ionic strength is needed in
order to obtain an estimate of the number of weakly-
attached cross-bridges.

Stiffness measurements of activated and rigor fibers
have been used for a first impression of the number of
cross-bridges in both states (Yamamoto and Herzig, 1978;
Goldman and Simmons, 1977). It is reasonable to compare
elastic constants in both states, because filament spacing is
identical in case of activated and rigor fibers. Stiffness
differences cannot be attributed to different filament
spacing. Comparing stiffness of activated and rigor fibers
should be restricted to the first three apparent elastic
constants, because of absence of the 1 ms time constant in
rigor.
Yamamoto and Herzig (1978) found that stiffness of

activated fibers is 3/4 of rigor stiffness. They used slow
displacements (completed within 700 uss), which means
that their T1/To value cannot be compared with the one
from Ford et al. (1977) and thus not with our second
apparent elastic constant. Their result would be in agree-
ment with our results if their T1/ To and our Eapp3 are
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equivalent quantities. Goldman and Simmons (1977) com-
pared T1 curves of rigor and activated fibers (using dis-
placements completed within 200 ,us), which also resulted
in a ratio of 3/4. As we have shown, T, curves of activated
fibers obtained with these fast displacements correspond to
our second apparent elastic constant (Epp2). When we
compare this elastic constant of activated and rigor fibers,
we obtain no differences. However, these results cannot
unambiguously be compared with each other, because
their results were obtained with 200 mM ionic strength
incubation solutions. Rigor stiffness as well as stiffness of
activated fibers depends on the ionic strength of the
solutions (manuscript in preparation).
We have shown that compliance of the muscle fiber in

rigor consists of three components, which are found as well
during activation. Epp2 appears to be the same within 5%
during rigor and activation and Eapp, is the same within
15%. During activation the value of E,pp3 is 75% of that
during rigor. The question which of these apparent elastic
constants can be used as a measure of the relative number
of cross-bridges in the rigor and activated state, assuming
the same stiffness per cross-bridge in both states, remains
to be answered. Ford et al. (1981) stated that in intact
activated fibers -80%, but probably well over 90%, of the
measured instantaneous compliance is attributable to
cross-bridges. They concluded that instantaneous stiffness,
which corresponds in their experiments with T1, can be
used as a measure of the number of cross-bridges. We
argued that in skinned fibers T, corresponds with Eapp2.
The question arises whether the immediate elastic constant
(Eappi) that we observed is a measure of the number of
cross-bridges. Preliminary results (Blange et al., 1985) of
stiffness measurements of activated fibers as function of
Ca2+ concentration of the incubation solution suggest that
the immediate compliance is only partly located in the
cross-bridges, which leaves only Eapp2 and Eapp3 as possible
candidates for a measure of number of cross-bridges.
Although, according to the equatorial reflections of acti-
vated and rigor fibers, the amount of mass-shift during
activation is only -50% of that in rigor, one could try to
explain the similarity of Eapp2 during rigor and activation
by assuming the same number of cross-bridges in both
states with on average the same stiffness per cross-bridge.
However, one has then to assume that Eap3 or overall
compliance of the rigor cross-bridge is higher than the
overall compliance of the cross-bridge during activation, in
order to explain the difference in Epp3. This may be a
realistic hypothesis, but it repudiates that similarity of
Eapp2 is due to equal numbers of cross-bridges in both
states. This argument applies also to the similarity of E1p1
during rigor and activation.
Two possibilities are left to explain the proportions of the

corresponding apparent stiffnesses in rigor and during
isometric activation. First, the visco-elastic properties of
cross-bridges can be different during rigor and activation.
This possibility leads to the conclusion that it is impossible

to deduce relative numbers of attached cross-bridges from
stiffness measurements of rigor and activated fibers. Sec-
ondly, the number of cross-bridges during activation rela-
tive to the number in rigor can be 75% or less. In this case
tension dependence could explain the relatively high value
of Eapp2 (and Eappi) during activation. The figure of 75% is
based on proportionality of Eap3 with cross-bridge num-
bers. If E3, instead of Eap3, is assumed to be proportional to
cross-bridge numbers, the relative number would be 50%
rather than 75%. This leads to the conclusion that E1
(equals Eapp) and E2 are not unambiguously correlated
with cross-bridge numbers. Tension dependence of E2
could explain why the value of this parameter in rigor
fibers equals the value in activated fibers. The amount of
mass-shift is in agreement with a relative number of
cross-bridges of 75% or less.
As noted, it cannot be excluded that the elastic proper-

ties of cross-bridges are different during rigor and activa-
tion. Results from electron paramagnetic resonance spec-
troscopy measurements (Cooke et al., 1982), which lead to
the conclusion that rigor cross-bridges are highly ordered
whereas cross-bridges in activated fibers display (at least
at some structural parts) a nonrigid behavior, are compati-
ble with differences in elastic properties. Results from
caged-ATP measurements (Goldman et al., 1984) suggest
that in activated psoas fibers the AM state is hardly
occupied. On the other hand the AM state is the only state
occupied in case of rigor.
More detailed knowledge, than available at this

moment, about visco-elastic properties of muscle fibers in
the submillisecond time domain, expressed in undamped
and damped elastic elements, is needed to decide between
the above mentioned two possibilities.
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